














































































Administrator
附注
好象还要加上一项（1/(k+1)^2)吧？

Administrator
附注
“Administrator”设置的“Unmarked”























































































































































































































































 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 





















































































































































































 























































































































































































Exercises  605  
 
Section 13.6  The Knapsack and Sum Problems 
13.36  Show that the output of the greedy algo rithm described in the text for the simplified 
knapsack problem(i.e., the subset s um problem) is always m ore than half the optim al. Hint: 
Consider the two cases: the algorithm ’s result is  greater than C/2,and the algorithm ’s result    
is at most C/2. 
 
13.27  Show that if the greedy al gorithm described in the text for t he simplified knapsack   
problem(i.e., the subset sum probl em) did not explicitly consider the object with the lar gest   
size, it coul d give a res ult arbitrarily fat from t he optimal. Hint: Construct an example with    
only two objects. 
 

★13.38  Devise an al gorithm t hat, when given n and k such that 1 ≤k≤n, generates all   

subsets of  N = { 1, 2,…, n} containing at  most  k elem ents. The number of operations      
done bet ween generati ng one subset and generating the next one s hould be in O(k) and    
independent of n. 
 
★13.39  Extend the approxi mation algorithms for the simplified knapsack problem and        
Theorems 13.12 and 13.13 to the ge neral formul ation of the probl em (with profits as wel l   
as sizes). 
 
★13.40  The beginning of Section 13.6 stat ed th at there is a sequence of algorithms Ak      
that run in tim e O(n+k2n) and find solutions of the si mplified knaps ack problem than are     
within a factor of (1+1/k) of the optimal. 
 
a. For a given input C, ( s1, s2,…, sn), expl ain how to choos e k so that solution produced      

by Ak  is optimal. Hint: Remember that all quantities in the input are integers. 
b. Does your choice of k in p art (a) lead  to a polyno mial time algorithm  for th e exact      

solution of the simplified knapsack problem? Explain why or why not. 
 
Section 13.7  Graph Coloring 
13.41  Describe data structures  for representing th e graph and coloring in Algo-           
rithm 13.3 to achi eve a fast  implantation. What is  the comp lexity of your i mplemen-  
tation? 
 
13.42   Prove Theorem 13.15 
 
13.43   Describe how the SCI strategy behaves on th e graphs Gk defined in Section 13.7.     
In particular, how many times are pairs of colors interchanged? 
 
13.44  Suppose G1=(V1, E 1) and G2=(V2, G2), where | V1|=n1, | V2|=n2, | E1|=m1,          
and |E2|=m2. How many vertices and edges are in G=G1[G2]? (See Definition 13.13) 
 
13.45   Show that the graph in Figure 13.14 is 3-colorable. 

  
13.46   Prove Lemma 13.18. 
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